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START

0:00 1 Here we have a piece of origami paper, a pencil, and a pair of scissors. [showing them]
2 What I want you to do is…

3
to use these to make three-fourths of two-thirds of this origami paper. [writing on the 
blackboard]

"To make 3/4 of 2/3 of this origami 
paper"

0:27 4
Can anybody do that?
[putting tools on the teacher's desk]

0:30 5 Can I?
6 Oh, you need this? [handing a piece of origami paper to N]

7
[Starts to fold the paper into a rectangle of one-third of the
total area.]

8 of two-thirds…
9 of two-thirds…
10 three-fourths

1:00 11
Ummm? Do you want to try? 
[slides a piece of origami paper in front of G]

12
How about you? [Slides his hands 
towards G and K.]

13 [Acts like folding the paper into a rectangle.] Two-fourths of two-thirds

14
Huh? [Reaches toward the paper 
but stops.] [Still folding the paper.]

15 Mm, of two-thirds
16 Three-fourths of two-thirds [speaking to G]
17 [Touching the paper.] Ah, three [after hearing K.]
18 Can I use a pair of scissors? [Opening the folded paper of one-third area.]
19 Of course.

1:30 20 [Folds paper into one-third area again.]
21 [Takes the pair of scissors in front of G.]

2:00 22
[Neatly folds the paper into  a rectangle of one-third 
area.]

[Cuts out a two-thirds area, leaving the other one-third area on
the table.]

23
Three-fourths of two-thirds, right? [speaking to K as if 
to confirm]

24 I do not need this part (one-third area).
25 N, lend me those. [Reaches toward the scissors]

26
[Gets the scissors in front of N and 
slides them towards G.]

27
[Cuts out a two-thirds area, leaving the other part on the
table.]

[Folds the cut-out part of 2/3 area into one-fourth, opens it,
and waits for the scissors.]

28
[Folds the cut-out part of 2/3 area into one-fourth,
opens it, and waits for the scissors.] [Looking around N's hands.]

[Cut out 3/4 of the pre-cut part, leaving the remaining part on
the table]

29 [Puts his answer on the table.]
30 [Touches three cut-out parts on the table one by one.]
31 N, lend me those. [Reaches toward the scissors.] [Handing the scissors]
32 [Slides the answer slowly to T.]

2:47 33 Okay? [to N]
34 Have you finished?
35 Thank you. [Takes N's solution and holds it in the air.]
36 Let me take this too. [Pulls N's remaining part to him.] [Cuts 3/4 and places 1/4 on the desk.]

37
[Joins 1/3 and 1/4 (of 2/3) and then overturns them so
that the colored side is up.]

38
[Simultaneously slides the answer as well as 1/3 and 
1/4 (of 2/3) forward.]

39 Which one? [Confirms the answer that G wants to submit.]
40 [Pushes the answer slightly forward.]

3:00 41 Is it this one? [Pulls the answer.]

42
[Has not touched the origami 
paper yet.] [Has not touched the origami paper yet.]

3:10 43
[While picking out N's answer]
Because this is the first answer..

Posts N's and G's answers to the left of 
the center.

44 Then, this is the completed one. 
45 Because it is special, let me know your name. 
46 What is your name? 
47 Yes, my name is N. 
48 [Looks back and takes a glance while recording N's answer on the backbaord.]
49 Then, let's record this as N's answer. [Laugh]

50 [Picks up the remaining parts from the desk and posts them on the blackboard.]
Puts  on N's and G's remaining parts to 
the right of their respective answers. 

51 What is your name?
52 G
53 Then, let's record this as G's answer.

4:06 54 Well …

55
[While indicating the answers with both hands at a position slightly apart from the 
blackboard]

56 This has been completed.  
57 You gave me this one. If the answer alone is displayed, 

58
other children may not understand 
how this was produced.

59 N, you gave the answer first, 

60 so please explain how you made it. [Hands a new piece of colored origami paper to N.]
May I fold this?
[Confirms the requested task.]

61 Yes.
62 First, using this origami paper,
63 Yes.
64 I fold this into three parts

65
so that the three parts overlap.
[Starts to fold it.]

4:48 66 Then? [Folds another piece of origami paper into 2/3 on the teacher's desk.]
67 Then I [open],
68 Well ….
69 from whichever end

70
I cut the portion up to the second line as viewed from this 
side. [Folds to 2/3.]

71 Yes.
72 Then, 
73 I fold this cut-out portion
74 Yes. [Glances toward the blackboard.]

75
I next fold it again like this.
[Folds 2/3 in half.]

76 and 
77 fold it into half again. [Folds 1/3 into half.]
78 [Opens 2/3.]
79 Then
80 this piece can be divided into four,
81 Yes.
82 and from these four pieces,
83 Yes.
84 the fold comes to the third position
85 from the end,
86 Indeed! [Snaps fingers.]
87 then [glances at the blackboard]
88 3/4 of 2/3 has been obtained. 

5:43 89 Yes, indeed. [Whispers to K with smile.]

90
[Shows that her answer is the same by attitude before 
being asked by T]

91 [Looks back while putting up N's answer.]
92 Is it the same?
93 [Nods explicitly.]
94 hh
95 Now look at how they got the answer.
96 Well, did you fold the origami paper

6:05 97 into three equal parts?

98 After folding it into three equal parts,

Posts the green origami paper folded to 
1/3 to the left
of the N's answer.  Writes "1/3"  below it.  

99
100 did you fold 1/3 in this way?
101 In this way? 
102 Or, in this way? [Confirms the direction of folding.]
103 Don't you care about it?
104 In this way? [Nods.]

105 Then, this is the 2/3 part.

Places 2/3 of the pink origami paper to 
the right of the above answer. 
Writes "1/3"  below it.  

106 After folding to 2/3,
107 [Draws 3/4 of 2/3 as made by N.]
108 Did you cut 2/3
109 and fold it into [four equal parts]
110 Then, 

111 you cut it into four narrow strips
Posts 1/4 of 2/3 of blue origami paper.
Writes "dividing into four equal parts." 

112 And then,
113 there is no place for G.  [Moves G's answer.] Moves G's answer.
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114 Let's record as collaboration. Writes "N's and G's answers" above it.
115 Then, [Folds 2/3 of a new origami paper into four equal parts and opens it.]
116 [Another teacher (Teacher H) brings a magnet.]
117 Open it in this way
118 and cut it [while bringing it to the blackboard]
119 this is a 3/4 of 2/3.
120 Thank you.

121 This piece was obtained by cutting these three parts. 

Puts on 2/3 of 3/4 of yellow origami 
paper.
Marks "3/4 of 2/3" 

122 This is 3/4 of 2/3. 

123 This one can be obtained [moving the 1/3 part ] Puts on 1/3 next to the answer in yellow.
124 Another one can be obtained [Moves 1/4] Posts 1/4 next to the answer in yellow.
125 [Drops 1/4.]

126 These are the discarded pieces, aren't these?
Connects the pieces including the rest 
part to N' s and G's first answers.   

127 Then, G's solution is the same.
9:22 128 Then,

129 I said today that 
130 there is no correct solution.
131 This means that 
132 this (task) has not
133 yet been completed
134  [while touching the blackboard]. 
135 3/4 of 2/3
136 Although N and G solved the problem in this way, Underlines the history of paper folding. 
137 there may be other solutions. 
138 Now then,

9:42 139
I would like to ask you who did not do it before to try now.  [Distributes colored 
origami papers to all children.]

9:50 140
[Folds the origami paper into three equal parts and folds 
to the half to obtain a 1/6 part.]

[Folds the origami paper to the half 
immediately and then folds it into four equal 
parts.]

[Folds paper into 2/3 and folds the opposite side to 2/3 to 
divide the origami paper into three equal parts and then opens 
it.]

[Folds the origami paper into 
three equal portions.]

[Hesitates, glances at the blackboard, and starts to fold the origami 
paper into three equal portions.] [Looks like starting at a dash.]

141 [and opens it fully.]
[Appears to look at the instruction on the 
board.]　

10:05 142

[Folds the origami paper neatly to the half  and folds its 
1/3 (presumably aligned with the fold already 
produced)]　

Please lend them to me. [Waits the scissors by 
patting N's shoulder across F]

[Folds into 2/3 after  attempting to 
fold three times.] [Cuts the 2/3 portion and removes 1/3 by hand.] [Opens to 2/3.]

10:10 143 [Opens.] [Opens paper and turns it over.] [Places the scissors down; K picks them up.] [Folds to 2/3 carefully.]

144

[Folds 2/3 in half to align with the 
folds for 2/3; produces folds for 
dividing it into three equal parts.]

10:15 145 [Counts six folds by her finger.]
[Receives the scissors, cuts 3/4, and places 1/4 
on the desk.] [Opens.] [Divides 2/3 vertically into four equal parts.]

[Divides into three equal parts 
and then opens it.] [Slowly divides the paper into three equal parts.]

146
[Appears to look at the 
instruction.]　

10:25 147 [Divides into six equal parts again.]
[Places the scissors.  G takes the placed 
scissors.]

[Turns the paper over and divides 
2/3 of it into four equal parts] [Opens the paper and looks at it.]

[Laughs at failing to take 
scissors; Keeps the paper as 2/3, 
as if intending not to forget the 
state of 2/3.]

[Opens the origami paper (so as to fold it neatly) and divides it into 
three equal parts again.]

10:35 148 [By taking the scissor earlier than N,] [Holds the 3/4 portion lightly]
[While pointing to a fold on the 
origami paper] [Attempts to take the scissors but taken by G first.] 

149
[cuts 3/6 and places the rest part on the desk (finished 
the task most early).]

[Divides the origami paper into three equal parts and leaves them as 
they are.]

10:40 150 [Teacher H] Let's bring your own scissors.
[Finished by drawing the chair (gives a glance to N's 
hand.)] [and folds 3/4 into three equal parts again.]

[Turns the origami paper round 
and round, while muttering] of 
thirds… [Stands up and attempts to take his scissors.] [Attempts to take scissors] [Goes to get scissors]

10:50 151 [Picks up two her own portions and compares them]
[Folds the origami paper slowly into three 
equal parts.] No. wrong.

11:00 152

[Opens the origami paper, holds it in the air, 
and looks at it with the hands placed on the 
face.] No. wrong. [After returning, quickly cuts 3/4 of 2/3.]

11:05 153 [Fold one side only neatly.] [Glanced by T.] [First, holding the solution by hand] [but returns without scissors.] [but returns without them,]

11:10 154 [To K] What happened? [Stopping] Completed. [Submits it together with the remaining part.]
[Scissors on the teacher's desk 
are taken by Y.] [and takes scissors from O.]

155 [Receives N's solution, though not noticed yet] Oh! [While holding scissors between thighs, ]

11:20 156 This is N's second solution. 
[Picks up two pieces, places one of them and retains it 
with a finger.] [Stops her hand and scratches her hair.] You have finished quickly! [to N] [Falls on the teacher's desk in a waiting posture.]

[Stands up again and goes to get 
scissors.] [folds 2/3 again]

157 You made so quickly. [to N] [Slightly distracted]
158 [Asks K] What happed? [while pointing out her hand.]

11:30 159 [Puts N's solution on the blackboard.] 
Posts N's second answer on the lower 
left midmost.

Let's take scissors. [Stands up, goes to take 
scissors,]

[Overturns the origami paper and 
divides it into four equal parts.]

[With no scissors at hand, using 
the scissors on the teacher's 
desk,]

[Cuts 1/3 and places it on the thighs 
while leaving 2/3 as it is.]

11:40 160 ─

[cuts 2/3 and drops 1/3 on the 
teachers desk.] [Halves 2/3 into 1/3, ]

11:50 161 [Compares own solution with that on the blackboard.] ─ [Thinks deeply.] [touches 1/4 from the bottom of 1/3,]

11:55 162 [and returns.] [Thinks deeply.]
[Folds the 2/3 part into four 
equal parts]

[and opens the origami paper in the middle of raising the finger to the 
half]

12:05 163

[Compares own solution with that on the blackboard 
(seemingly not confident in her own solution of this 
time)] [Thinks deeply.] [Looks at O's solution.]

[opens it, glances at the 
blackboard,]

[Looks at the blackboard steadily.]
[Folds 2/3  vertically in half.]

12:15 164 [Looks at K's solution] [Stopping and G looks at it.] What is this？ [Looks at O's solution.] [cuts off 3/4,] [Folds it in half while thinking and then opens it]
165 [and looks the four pieces doubtfully.]
166 [T steals a glance.]

12:20 167 [Asks K] what happened. [Returns to look at own hands] [Stopping]
[Thinks with hands on chin and 
looking at the desk.] [Looks at O's solution.] [and after cutting,] [Attempts to fold 2/3 in half and then stops.]

12:30 168 [Touches the solution.]
[While stopping, teacher H looks at it across 
her shoulder.]

[Follows O's solution with eyes, while raising his right hand 
slightly and seemingly wanting to intervene O.]

[submits both 1/3 and 1/4 of 2/3 
(seeming slightly unconfident.)] [Looks at the blackboard]

12:35 169 [Touches the solution.] [Teacher H advances by one step.] [Looks at Y's solution.] [Looks at the blackboard and inclines his head.]

12:40 170 [Looks at K's solution.]
[Teacher H looks at it by hanging out his 
body.] [Looks at O's solution.] [Folds it in half at a dash while inclining head; N is watching.]

171 [Opens.]

12:45 172
[Teacher H looks at it by hanging out his 
body.] Then, let's assume [Appears to point the upper left 1/4 portion of Y's solution.]

[Attempts to cut off the lower right 1/4 part and peels it off (at the 
same time, N's hand extends and appears to point the upper left 1/4 
portion) ]

12:50 173
[Teacher H looks at it by hanging out his 
body.] this portion does not exist.

[Nods to Y while looking at each other. Takes the 1/3 portion 
cut by Y to the teacher's desk.] [Look at each other and nod.]

174 Well. [N brings 1/3 (already cut out part) to the teacher's desk.]
175 Oh, this is wrong.

12:55 176

[Picks up two pieces and, after looking at the 
blackboard, places one of the portions on the teacher's 
desk.] Oh? [while rocking her legs]

It seems understandable but is 
really not understandable [while 
repeating folding]. [Leaving from Y a little] [Cut the lower right portion by scissors.]

13:05 177 [holding scissors by hand] This, this point…

13:10 178 [Looks at the scene where teacher H extends his hand.]
[Teacher H extends his hand and points out 
one portion of the origami paper.] This is the point. [Places the solution cut by Y on the teacher's desk.]

[The 1/6 part sticking to the scissors was brought to the teacher's 
desk as it is.  The solution was submitted by N.]

13:15 179 [Cuts 2/3 and drops 1/3 on the desk.] First what of thirds?
180 First what of fouths?
181 No? [Scratches head.]

13:18 182 Is that OK? [To G]
[Submits the solution - T receives the answer and rest 
part.]

[Laughs together with O while pointing to the blackboard (Laughed 
about the way of folding?). ]

13:25 183
[Submits the solution - T receives the answer 
and rest part.] Oh, I can't understand. 

184 Yes [to K] Well …

13:45 185
4/3 or 3/4 ? [N attempts to 
intervene by chance.]

13:55 186 You may do (your work) late [to F]. 
14:00 187 Oh no! [being puzzled]

188 Well …
14:10 189 [Attempts to touch F's origami paper.]

190 How far did you get? [to F]
[Takes scissors after being touched 
by T.]

14:25 191 Wait a moment. 
192 This maybe…

14:35 193 What is 
194 this?

195
I understood. [cutting only the 2/3 
part of 1/3 by scissors.] 

14:45 196 Well …

197

Oh? [Submits it while inclining his 
head - T receives the solution and 
other pieces.] 

198 Yes. [Receives F's solution.]
199 [Arranges solutions on the desk.]
200 How far did you get? [All other children had finished by that time.]

14:50 201
202 Now,
203 all of you submitted solutions, then let me ask  a question of each of you.
204 First, [while touching Y's answer on the desk] how do you make this one?

205

[Standing in front of the blackboard] First, let's fold the origami 
paper into three equal parts in this way. [Folds the origami paper into 
three equal portions.] 
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206 Yes.

207
These are the same up to this point [while pointing out the first step of N and G's first 
solutions]. [Continues to fold after glancing at T's explanation.]

208 Then, 
209 Yes. let's cut this 1/3 part like this. [Cuts it by scissors.] 
210 This paper is now divided into four portions,
211 and this shape was obtained by cutting necessary ones from them.

15:57 212 Indeed.
213 This is the final shape, isn't it?
214 2/3 has been obtained
215 by dividing it into three equal portions.

216
So far, the process is the same as G's and N's first solution [using the history of the first 
solution].

Encloses 2/3 below pink origami paper 
in a circle.

217 Then, from this point,
218 by the way, what is your name?
219 Y

220 then this is Y's original idea. 
Posts 1/4 of 2/3 in the lower right 
position and draws a branching arrow. 

221 Cut 2/3 of 
222 the origami paper folded into three equal portions, 
223 and then cut the 1/3 part in half. 
224 And this is what you get
225 [By lifting the 1/4 (of 2/3) piece that was cut] by cutting into four equal parts and
226 by opening it.
227 This (answer) is splendidly made, Posts Y's answer,
228 and the remaining parts are attached Posts Y's remaining part,
229 like this. Connects them by drawing an arrow.
230 Can you understand it? [to the children] 
231 [Nods several times.] [Nods.]
232 Is this one OK?  
233 There are many other solutions.
234 How do you make this one? [to O]

17:23 235 Is this included in these solutions? [Looks at O's face.]

17:27 236
[Nods after pausing for four 
seconds.]

17:34 237 I made the same solution as that.
238 Oh, this is the same as these solution.

239 Let's post this one also. 
Posts O's answer and remaining parts to 
the right of N's and G's solutions.

240 Many children solve in this way.
17:52 241 This is N's second solution [while pointing out a solution on the blackboard].
17:57 242 How did you obtain this solution? [to N]

243 First, 
244 Yes, 
245 Well, like in the
246 dividing into three equal portions first time, fold this into three equal

18:14 247 portions [while folding it], 
248 [opening it and cutting 1/3] 
249 fold it in half like this, 

18:37 250 [by folding 2/3 in half]
251 fold it again in this way [while folding in half again]
252 it is divided into four equal parts [while opening it] 
253 cut out two portions [while cutting], 

19:01 254 and the center line is useless, but
19:19 255 3/4 is obtained by these three lines, and thus

256
the solution was obtained [while pointing to his own solution 
on the blackboard].

257 Well, yes,  [by extending his hand to the blackboard],
Encloses the pink answer within a 
square.  

258 this portion is
259 2/3 in the same manner as before. 
260 Although you folded this portion into four equal portions 
261 [while folding 2/3] from this side last time,
262 you cut it vertically this time. 
263 It is right, isn't it? [Nods.]

264 Then, this seprates
Draws an additional branched line from 
the pink answer 

265 from the 2/3 portion. to below Y's answer,

266 2/3 is divided into three (correctly four) equal portions,
Posts the four equal parts of 2/3 in 
yellow divided by transverse folds.

267 and when it is opened completely, 
268 3/4 of 2/3 is this portion, Posts the part of the answer
269 this is the portion taken out,

20:30 270 this is the portion cut off, 
While posting 1/4 and the first cut-out 
1/3, points them out. 

271 and this is the solution.
272 Then, yes, hh

273 Please.
Well, not yet [being about to give 
up redoing]. 

274 OK. [Returns the origami paper to F.]

275 Re-do it.

It is this position. [Cuts 1/3 of 1/3 
of the former origami paper and 
submits it.] 

276 Yes, do you have something to say? [to girls G and K] 

277 OK.
[Picks up new piece of origami 
paper.]

278

First, dividing it to three equal 
parts [while folding it into three 
equal parts]

279 Yes.
280 then, folding it in this way,
281 Yes.

282
[while opening the 2/3 portion 
only] 

283 Yes. uuh, then

284

Well, yes? [Fully opens it and then 
flaps it (to F, which is 2/3 seems 
unclear; cannot advance to 
dividing the paper into four equal 
parts)]

285 Yes? hh [Laugh]
286 Then, 
287 by folding in this way, 
288 folding into three equal parts, 

289
cut out this part [while cutting 2/3 
with scissors.]

290 Then, 

22:09 291
[by cutting the 1/3 portion into 
half] 

292 Then, it is completed.
293 [Thrusts her body forward.]
294 Yes, hh from girls…
295 Speak up.  
296 You divided it into three equal portions,
297 with this and this.
298 Why here <inaudible>

22:20 299
This is the portion to take. [while repeatedly 
pointing out 2/3]. 

300 [Inclines his head.]
301 Let's take 3/4 of 2/3.
302 [Surrounded by G, K, and N.] 3/4 of this [while touching the origami paper]

22:40 303
[Begins to divide 2/3 into four 
equal parts.]

304 [Folds, opens, and holds scissors.]

305 There is no secret. 
[Points out the portion, 3/4 of 2/3, to take. 
Whispers something.]

306 You may speak up. hh
[Cuts the fold for 3/4 of 2/3 with 
scissors.] [Laugh]

307 [Teacher H: You may speak loudly.]

308 Is your solution changed in some points after your friend helped you? [Hurriedly folds the first solution.]
23:40 309 [Photo 1] [Points out.] [Points out]

310 This portion was further divided, wasn't it? 

311
Posts solutions and the remaining parts 
of two sessions of F's trial.

312 You made this break by yourself
313 and other breaks in cooperation with your friend.
314 And then, [to K]
315 because I suppose you are eager to speak, 

24:20 316 [by taking up K's solution]
317 please look at this. [to all children]
318 There are three breaks, 
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319 no I am sorry, folds,
320 if we verify it again like Colombo,
321 [Places K's solution and other pieces on the desk] and look at them again.
322 [while tracing the lines on the origami paper with finger.]
323 And those are united like this

324 and divided into three and then four equal parts.
The way to fold the paper to take 3/4 of 
2/3 is explained with chalk. 

325 There should be four folds.
326 Why are there only three folds?
327 Can you explain the reason? [to K]
328 First, I intended to prepare 3/4,
329 Yes.

330
so I folded the origami paper into four 
[dividing into four equal portions], 

331 Yes.

332
and then I prepared 3/4 [by opening it and 
cutting 1/4 of it]. 

333 Yes.

334
Then I took 2/3 of it [divided 3/4 into three 
equal portions again]. 

335 Yes.
336 These are three equal parts
337 Yes.
338 and when this portion is cut, [Nods slightly, spontaneously.]
339 Oh, 
340 your friends nodded.
341 2/3 can be obtained.

342
You cut the paper into four equal portions first, didn't you? [Draws the new origami 
paper K cut.]

343 All others cut the paper into three equal portions first,
344 but this time, you first cut it into four equal portions. 

345 I will write from the right this time.

Writes "Fold into four equal parts" on 
the right end, and posts 1/4 of the 
origami paper.

346 These are the results of division into four equal parts.

347 Then 4/3 was produced.
Writes "3/4" and  posts it on the 
blackboard.

348 This was folded again
349 into three equal parts.

350 3/4 was further divided into three equal parts. 
Writes "to divide into three equal parts" 
and posts it on the blackboard.

351 Then, 
352 There is no 2/3.

353 Let me take it. 
Removes 3/4 and substitutes it by 
writing with chalk. 

354 Then,
355 what was produced？
356 Two-thirds.
357 Yes.
358 Well, is this 3/4? Writes "3/4 of 2/3"
359 Oh, 2/3 of 3/4
360 2/3 of then erases it and writes "2/3 of 3/4." 
361 3/4 was produced.
362 This is the answer. Posts the solution.

28:20 363 These are the remaining parts. Posts the remaining part.
364 [Confirms the solution name.]
365 F
366 K

28:45 367 How did you make this? 
368 Well, I looked at the first solution, 
369 Yes.
370 then, I thought that task was to make 4/3 of 3/2, 
371 Yes.
372 and there was the remaining part.
373 Yes.
374 Well…
375 Yes.
376 yes, well…
377 Yes, you may come. [goes to the blackboard]
378 if we viewed like this, I mean, 
379 Yes.
380 this (1/4 of 2/3) and this (1/3),
381 Yes. if I combine these,

382
there are three (equal portions) [pointing out the 
remaining part].

383 Yes.

384
And, because I have also three (portions) here [points 
out the answer],

385 Yes.
386 if I fold the origami paper into halves
387 Yes.
388 and
389 Yes.
390 draw a line here, to divide it into six equal parts, 
391 Yes.
392 I thought that I could produce 3/4 of 2/3, 
393 Yes.

29:28 394
I mean, if I produce half of six equal parts, or 3/6 (I can 
produce 3/4 of 2/3).

395 Yes.
396 There are many creases, but you prepared
397 six pieces, didn't you? [Nods.]

398
After looking at her solution [looks at the blackboard while holding her solution in his 
hand], 

399 Your solutions have one, [counting] two breaks [pointing out G' and N's first solution], 
400 this also has two breaks [O's solution],
401 K's solution also has two breaks [K's solution]
402 this type of solution also has one, [counting] two breaks [N's second solution];
403 however, her solution has only one break,
404 like this. Compares N's and G's solutions.
405 This is G's second solution. [writing her name he has fogot to do] Writes G's name. hhh

30:12 406 Well, 
407 many solutions have gathered, so where
408 should I begin?
409 Do you think that 
410 N's and G's solution, 
411 F's solution,
412 N's solution, and 
413 K's solution are
414 all the same?

415 This is the next question.
Writes, "Are all the same?" in the upper 
center.

30:53 416 Are all of these the same? 
417 What do you think?

418
[Most children incline their 
heads.]

31:01 419 Many incline your heads like this. hhh
31:13 420 It is difficult to solve this kind of problem 

421 with your head alone.
422
423 Let's use an object.
424 What do you want? 

31:32 425 The solution name is given there. [Leans over the desk.] [Shakes his head.] [Looks at the blackboard with mouth open.]
426 What do you want? [Leans over G on a seat near him.]
427 Uhh, well. [Pause]
428 OK. Say anything you like.

32:09 429 Yes. What do you want to say? [Turns to N.]
430 [Circles his hand holding the chalk.] Well. [straightens body a little] 
431 I now ask the question, are these all the same? 

32:28 432 Who thinks they are all the same? [Raises his own hand.],
433 and who disagrees? Well. [rubs his eyes]
434 Or, 

32:49 435 Do you have any question, such as  
436 they are the same when said like this or they differ when said like that? 
437 [Whispers something to K.] [Whispers something to G.]

33:00 438 Do you want to compare them? 
439 What do you think? [Inclines head as if embarrassed.]

33:05 440 Which should we begin with?

33:09 441
N's and G's solution [removes the solutions from the blackboard and puts them on the 
desk] 

442 are the ones completed first.
443 This is a complete one.
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444 This is one example. 
445 This is another one [places another solution on the desk]. 

33:41 446 How do you compare?

447 [Approaches the teacher's desk.]
[All children thrust their bodies 
forward.]

33:46 448 The same. The same. The same.
449 The same.
450 Here, everyone agreed.
451 This one and this one are the same.

452 So, 
While returns N1 and G1 to the 
blackboard, writes "=" between them.

34:04 453 how do you compare these [N1 and G2]?
34:10 454 This one and this one.

455 Please.
456 Oh. [Pause]

34:40 457 Although the production methods differ [starts quietly],
458 Yes.
459 The shape is the same. The shape is the same. the shape is the same.
460 Yes.

461 These are exactly the same. 
Writes "Exactly the same" above the 
former "=."

462 So,
463 where should I put these? [Searches for a space on the blackboard.] 

464 Let's put them there.
Moves the two solutions [N1 and G1] to 
the lower right. 

465 These are exactly the same.
Posts them on the right and left and 
writes "Exactly the same."

466 Where should I put these? 

35:36 467 The production methods differ, but the shapes are the same.

Posts G2 on the top, link it with the 
bottom and writes, "The methods differ, 
but the shapes are the same."

468 Yes.  Thank you.

35:58 469
What do you think of N's two solutions? [Places N's two solutions on the teacher's 
desk.]

470 [Moves toward the teacher's desk by further raising his hip.]
471 [Whispers] The shapes differ.

36:14 472 Differ. [with clear voice]
473 Though areas are equal [with low voice]
474 The areas are the same,
475 Yes.

36:20 476 but the shapes and production methods differ. The shape and production method differ. The shape and production method differ.
The shape and production 
method differ.

477 The areas are the same

478 Because the areas are the same,
Connects diagonally and writes, "Areas 
are the same." 

479 this is the last comparison [N's first solution and K's one]. [Leans over the desk.]
36:52 480 What do you think of these?

37:04 481 Although shapes are the same, Although shapes are the same, Although the shapes are the same, 
Although the shapes are the 
same, Although the shapes are the same, 

482 Puts K's solution on the blackboard. the production methods differ. the production methods differ. the production methods differ. the production methods differ. [Quickly goes back to his seat.]
483 Ok, let's compare this group.
484 Do you think this one and this one are the same or do they differ?
485 This is like this
486 and this is like this. [talking about the results of comparisons]

37:24 487 Sorry to skip you, how do you compare [N's first one with Y] 

37:27 488
Although the areas are the same, the shapes and 
production methods differ.

Although the areas are the same, the shapes 
and production methods differ.

Although the areas are the same, the shapes and the 
production methods differ.

Although the areas are the same, 
the shapes and production 
methods differ.

Although the areas are the same, the shapes and production methods 
differ.

489 Let's put it here. Puts Y's answer on the blackboard.
490 This means that there are three types of relations:
491 exactly the same, Draws relations on the blackboard.
492 not exactly the same but the same in shape,
493 and the same in area.
494

38:13 495 What among these is constant? [Photo 2]
38:14 496 [Whispers] Area

497 [All together] Area
498 Area
499 The areas are the same.

38:18 500 How large is the area?
38:20 501 [Whispers] of 2 (halves), 2…
38:24 502 1/2 [in low voice]

503 [Following Y] 1/2 of the whole [Slowly] of the whole.
504 Ah. Ah [moves right hand]. Ah. [Nods.]

38:34 505 Why? [to Y]
38:38 506 Well.

507 Come!
Well. [Stands up and goes to the blackboard, looks around solutions, 
and ]

508 Yes.  Which do you want?
509 Do you want this? [Points to blue, N2]. [points out G2.]

38:59 510 Or this?  This is the remaining part. [Looks back on the teacher's desk]

511
Well. [Turns around to T together with other children while holding 
G's answer and rest part.]

512 This (the answer) and this (rest part) return to
513 Yes. [Pause]

514
to original form when they are put together in this way, so I think it is 
probably be 1/2. 

515 Yes.
516 When this part and this part are put together, [Returns to his own seat mystified in the middle of T's explanation.]
517 the original form is obtained.
518 Oh, stay here. Ah? Oh?
519 Is this wrong?
520 hhh Tha't OK [in loud voice] OK [loudly] [Laughter.]
521 OK. [Laughing while inclining head]
522 Yes.
523 Now.
524 What shall we do?

525
When this part and this part are put together, the original form is obtained [reproduces 
it on the teacher's desk]. 

526 The girls said something about (this Y's comment).
527 Then he thought, "This is wrong."
528 Please do it first. [to G and others] 

39:37 529 Do you have something to say?
530 [Looking steadily at the blackboard.]

40:10 531 Don't you have any thoughts about this?
532 Can't you explain it well?
533 Please. [to Y] 
534 What do you mean, "it's wrong"?
535 Yes, come. [Raises hand like a joke after a pause.] 

40:20 536 [Goes to the blackboard again.] Another one is 

40:24 537 Yes.
[by pointing out the instruction] well, because we have to make 2/3 
and its 3/4, 

538 Yes. when these two are multiplied, 
539 well, 

540 Yes.
I think that the ratio to the whole can be obtained. [The tone 
quickens.]

40:38 541 Yes. Well, then,
542 when 2/3 is multiplied by 3/4,
543 Yes. the product is 6/12, 
544 Yes. and because it is equal to 1/2 after being reduced, 
545 well,
546 Yes. I thought all (answers) are 1/2 of the whole.

40:53 547 What do you all think?
time 

change 548 OK. OK. OK. OK. OK.
45:06 549 Is it really OK?
45:08 550 Are you sure?
45:10 551 You tried various solution methods, didn't you?  Are all of them really the same? Ah?
45:22 552 Here, these are exactly the same and have the same areas.
45:26 553 In this case, the shapes are the same, but the methods differ.
45:42 554 Or, do you mean that although the area are the same, shapes and methods differ. 
45:46 555 You said about such differences a little while ago, didn't you? 
45:52 556 But now, well, the product of 2/3 ! 3/4 is 6/12, which is 1/2 after being reduced. 
46:15 557 These are the same.
46:19 558 Is it true?
46:20 559 What do you think?
46:23 560 Is it true?
46:29 561 I would now like to ask each of you what you did, 
46:35 562 because all you have solved it. 
46:36 563 Well, G.

564 Well ...
46:55 565 Well …
47:00 566 What is your product?
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47:15 567 [Draws a circle on the blackboard.]
47:34 568 What is K's product? 
47:39 569 What do you think?
48:00 570 Then, when saying again plainly,
48:05 571 lastly, because here is 2/3 ! 3/4,
48:07 572 "OF" means multiplication,
48:09 573 so the total is 1/2.
48:11 574 However, 
48:13 575 among your solutions, 

48:20 576

some are exactly the same, some are the same in shape but differ in production 
method, and some are the same in area but differ in both shape and the production 
method.  

48:33 577 Here, we consider these to be different,
578 and these are the same.

48:42 579 Is it okay?
580 What about this (gap)? [Looks at the blackboard and the hand.]

49:21 581 How do you think? [to F and N] Uumm
49:29 582 This is the last question that I want you to think about in my lesson of today.

583 [Teacher H] Remember what you have done so far.  Anything is OK 
49:57 584 [Inclining toward G and K to prompt their response].

TIME IS OVER [Leaves this last quesiton as a homework]


